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Abstract— The Arduino based vehicle indication system 

basically describes an IOT based system and is implemented 

with the use of an Arduino board using the required sensors 

which include PIR sensor , GSM module for sending and 

receiving the signals and a power supply which could be 

given using the battery or an DC power supply. The 

indication system proposed by our paper describes us about 

how to create a vehicle indicators for roads which have very 

dense traffic and also there are frequent chances for meeting 

an accident at the public places present near those places 

which may include a hospital, school or any other place where 

a large public gathering is possible. The system would 

provide a dynamic indication about the traffic on both the 

sides which in return reduces the maximum possible chances 

of meeting an accident. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

IOT (Internet of Things) basically refers to the network of 

various physical devices which may include sensors, 

electronic items etc. There are various platforms on which the 

implementation of the IOT could be done successfully which 

include Arduino and the other various types of the 

microcontroller boards according to the requirement of the 

project. 

 Detecting motions or movements has always been 

important in most projects. With the help of the PIR Sensor it 

has become very easy to detect human/animal movements. In 

this project we will learn how we can interface a PIR Sensor 

with a microcontroller like Arduino. We will interface an 

Arduino with PIR module and blink a LED and beep a Buzzer 

whenever a movement is detected. The following 

components will be needed to build this project. The PIR 

sensor stands for Passive Infrared sensor. It is a low cost 

sensor which can detect the presence of Human beings or 

animals. There are two important materials present in the 

sensor one is the pyroelectric crystal which can detect the heat 

signatures from a living organism (humans/animals) and the 

other is a Fresnel lenses which can widen the range of the 

sensor. Also the PIR sensor modules provide us some options 

to adjust the working of the sensor as shown in below image. 

II. WORKING OF OUR MODEL 

The circuit and program for this arduino motion detector 

project is already discussed above. Now, you can build this 

circuit on a breadboard by following the schematics given 

above and upload the program which could found at the end 

of this tutorial. Once your connections are done your set-up 

should look like something shown below 

 
Fig. 1: 

III. WORKING OF OUR COMPONENTS 

A. PIR Sensor 

The PIR sensor stands for Passive Infrared sensor. It is a low 

cost sensor which can detect the presence of Human beings 

or animals. There are two important materials present in the 

sensor one is the pyroelectric crystal which can detect the heat 

signatures from a living organism (humans/animals) and the 

other is a Fresnel lenses which can widen the range of the 

sensor. Also the PIR sensor modules provide us some options 

to adjust the working of the sensor as shown in below image. 

 

 
Fig. 2:  

B. Arduino Board 

Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on 

easy-to-use hardware and software. Arduino boards are able 

to read inputs - light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a 

Twitter message - and turn it into an output - activating a 

motor, turning on an LED, publishing something online. You 

can tell your board what to do by sending a set of instructions 

to the microcontroller on the board. To do so you use the 

Arduino programming language (based on Wiring), and the 

Arduino Software (IDE), based on Processing. 

 Over the years Arduino has been the brain of 

thousands of projects, from everyday objects to complex 

scientific instruments. A worldwide community of makers - 

students, hobbyists, artists, programmers, and professionals - 

has gathered around this open-source platform, their 

contributions have added up to an incredible amount of 
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accessible knowledge that can be of great help to novices and 

experts alike. 

 Arduino was born at the Ivrea Interaction Design 

Institute as an easy tool for fast prototyping, aimed at students 

without a background in electronics and programming. As 

soon as it reached a wider community, the Arduino board 

started changing to adapt to new needs and challenges, 

differentiating its offer from simple 8-bit boards to products 

for IoT applications, wearable, 3D printing, and embedded 

environments. All Arduino boards are completely open-

source, empowering users to build them independently and 

eventually adapt them to their particular needs. The software, 

too, is open-source, and it is growing through the 

contributions of users worldwide. 

 
Fig. 3: 

C. Why Arduino 

Thanks to its simple and accessible user experience, Arduino 

has been used in thousands of different projects and 

applications. The Arduino software is easy-to-use for 

beginners, yet flexible enough for advanced users. It runs on 

Mac, Windows, and Linux. Teachers and students use it to 

build low cost scientific instruments, to prove chemistry and 

physics principles, or to get started with programming and 

robotics. Designers and architects build interactive 

prototypes, musicians and artists use it for installations and to 

experiment with new musical instruments. Makers, of course, 

use it to build many of the projects exhibited at the Maker 

Faire, for example. Arduino is a key tool to learn new things. 

Anyone - children, hobbyists, artists, programmers - can start 

tinkering just following the step by step instructions of a kit, 

or sharing ideas online with other members of the Arduino 

community. 

 There are many other microcontrollers and 

microcontroller platforms available for physical computing. 

Parallax Basic Stamp, Netmedia's BX-24, Phidgets, MIT's 

Handyboard, and many others offer similar functionality. All 

of these tools take the messy details of microcontroller 

programming and wrap it up in an easy-to-use package. 

Arduino also simplifies the process of working with 

microcontrollers, but it offers some advantage for teachers, 

students, and interested amateurs over other systems: 

1) Inexpensive 

Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other 

microcontroller platforms. The least expensive version of the 

Arduino module can be assembled by hand, and even the pre-

assembled Arduino modules cost less than $50 

2) Cross-Platform 

The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh 

OSX, and Linux operating systems. Most microcontroller 

systems are limited to Windows. 

3) Simple, Clear Programming Environment 

The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, yet 

flexible enough for advanced users to take advantage of as 

well. For teachers, it's conveniently based on the Processing 

programming environment, so students learning to program 

in that environment will be familiar with how the Arduino 

IDE works. 

4) Open Source & Extensible Software 

The Arduino software is published as open source tools, 

available for extension by experienced programmers. The 

language can be expanded through C++ libraries, and people 

wanting to understand the technical details can make the leap 

from Arduino to the AVR C programming language on which 

it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code directly into 

your Arduino programs if you want to. 

5) Open Source & Extensible Hardware 

The plans of the Arduino boards are published under a 

Creative Commons license, so experienced circuit designers 

can make their own version of the module, extending it and 

improving it. Even relatively inexperienced users can build 

the breadboard version of the module in order to understand 

how it works and save money. 

 In your paper title, if the words “that uses” can accurately 

replace the word “using”, capitalize the “u”; if not, keep 

using lower-cased. 

 Be aware of the different meanings of the homophones 

“affect” and “effect”, “complement” and “compliment”, 

“discreet” and “discrete”, “principal” and “principle”. 

 Do not confuse “imply” and “infer”. 

 The prefix “non” is not a word; it should be joined to the 

word it modifies, usually without a hyphen. 

 There is no period after the “et” in the Latin abbreviation 

“et al.”. 

 The abbreviation “i.e.” means “that is”, and the 

abbreviation “e.g.” means “for example”. 

 An excellent style manual for science writers is [7]. 

IV. CIRCUIT EXPLANATION 

The circuit Diagram for arduino motion detector project by 

interfacing Arduino with PIR module and blinking an 

LED/Buzzer is shown in the below image. Pin of the Arduino. 

We will program the Arduino to trig 

 
Fig. 4: 

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Standalone
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 We have powered the PIR sensor using he 5V Rail 

of the Arduino. The output pin of the PIR Sensor is connected 

to the 2nd digital pin of Arduino. This pin will be the INPUT 

pin for Arduino. Then the 3rd pin of Arduino is connected to 

the LED and Buzzer. This pin will act as the output ger an 

Output on 3rd pin if an Input has been detected at 2nd pin. The 

complete Program is explained below. 

V. PROGRAMMING WITH ARDUINO 

The program for Arduino is pretty simple and straight 

forward. To connect Arduino PIR Sensor, we have to assign 

the pin number 2 as input and pin number 3 as output. Then 

we have to produce a discontinuous trigger whenever the pin 

2 goes high. Each line is explained below. 

 In the void setup function shown below, we have to 

declare that the pin 2 connected to PIR output will be used 

as input and the pin 3 connected to LED/Buzzer will be used 

as input. 

void setup() { 

pinMode(2, INPUT); //Pin 2 as INPUT 

pinMode(3, OUTPUT); //PIN 3 as OUTPUT 

} 

 Then we proceed to the loop() function. As we know 

the code in here gets executed as long as the MCU is powered 

on. So we always check if the Pin 2 has gone high by using 

the below line inside the loop() function. 

if (digitalRead(2) == HIGH) 

If we find that the particular pin has gone high, it means that 

the PIR module has be triggered. So, now we has make our 

output pin (pin 3) to go high. We turn this pin on and off with 

a delay of 100 milli second so that we can attain the flashing 

or buzzing output. The code to do the same is shown below. 

void setup() { 

pinMode(2, INPUT); //Pin 2 as INPUT 

pinMode(3, OUTPUT); //PIN 3 as OUTPUT 

} 

void loop() { 

if (digitalRead(2) == HIGH) // check if PIR is triggered. 

{ 

digitalWrite(3, HIGH); // turn the LED/Buzz ON 

delay(100);  // wait for 100 msecond 

digitalWrite(3, LOW); // turn the LED/Buzz OFF 

delay(100);  // wait for 100 msecond 

} 

} 

void setup() { 

pinMode(2, INPUT); //Pin 2 as INPUT 

pinMode(3, OUTPUT); //PIN 3 as OUTPUT 

} 

void loop() { 

if (digitalRead(2) == HIGH) 

{ 

digitalWrite(3, HIGH); // turn the LED/Buzz ON 

delay(100);  // wait for 100 msecond 

digitalWrite(3, LOW); // turn the LED/Buzz OFF 

delay(100);  // wait for 100 msecond 

} 

} 

VI. MATERIALS REQUIRED 

A. Materials Required 

1) PIR Sensor Module 

2) Arduino UNO (any version) 

3) LED 

4) Buzzer 

5) Breadboard 

6) Connecting Wires 

7) 330 ohm resistor 
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